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Using HTTPs HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) is a protocol used by web servers to safely transmit and display web content. Most web browsers block content or generate a mixed content alert when users access web pages through HTTPS that contain embedded content downloaded through HTTP. To prevent users from colliding with this, use
the HTTPS option. Hi Vinod, the question is simple, but the answer seems pretty tough. Just to make it easier and easier to understand for you and all active PG members I would like to classify these defects in the production and product stages. During the manufacture of hard Gelatin Capsules, which includes several steps like: stainless steel immersion die
up to gelatinous mass, rotation, drying, stripping, pruning and attaching lids and body capsules. During several operations, several defects are formed at this stage only as: (Consider M for the main defect and m for minor) capsule of the not specified type i.e. Solid shell formation (M) It can have cracks, breaks, pinholes or splits, loss of its integrity (M) Color
change, and no homogeneity of appearance (M) surface spots and embedded particles on the capsules (M) of the body and the lids are not homogeneous and does not fit properly (M) it may have a different smell than indicated (M) there are pits, dents, a thin area, Spots, spots or spots (m) capsule surfaces are not smooth (m) Capsules are not free from
adhesive surface spots (m) opacity is not proper (m) and some defects in the production stage: Empty capsule (M) Some foreign substances inside capsules (M) Installation capsules are not homogeneous while filling up (M) Immediate container is not internal or externally cleaned (M) These defects are used to examine capsules in filled, final (immediate)
containers. For more information about capsule defects (hard gelatin) you can contact Americal Federal Standard No. 285A (1976). I hope I've responded to your request. The rules have changed when it comes to product development in the pharmaceutical, medical and food industries. While generic and branded companies in the industry are struggling with
new products, they also need to address the needs of new patients. In addition, companies must meet the growing demand for productivity in manufacturing. Demand for products in the market has increased, and consumers today have several options available to them. Competitive selection and lower costs mean that manufacturing companies must
increase production at the same time as product performance improves. With New rules, leadership in the field of costs has become a tune for many pharmaceutical manufacturing companies. One way to maintain cost efficiency is to study the cost of raw materials. While this approach is important, it does not to sustainable cost leadership, especially as low
material costs can jeopardize product performance. CapsugelCapsugel, one of the leading suppliers of empty capsules, has a unique perspective on this issue. The company offers a wide range of capsule equipment for filling and a number of ingredients for filling; they have an in-depth knowledge of the customer base. As most managers can attest, it is
difficult to reach the speed required of production equipment with sticky material filling with poor flow attributes. However, profitability and production can be achieved with the right mixture of formulas, capsules and sawdust equipment. Optimizing the production process to make full use of the capsule's integrity and consistency makes sense. Understanding
the impact that each of them has can help prevent developmental problems and improve efficiency, leading to increased productivity. The company has created a wide range of industry-leading capsules designed for optimal performance for all types of formulations. The service team constantly requested customer feedback about the purchase of equipment,
the assessment of the flow, and the training of staff to complete the training. With this data, the company can identify effective cost savings using cost-based savings reports. The fundamental cost of productionComitas of the company are due to raw materials, processing of products, costs and yields or finished products. The raw material includes the cost of
the material itself, as well as various tests carried out to ensure the content, safety and efficiency of the development. You can save money by working with trusted vendors who have known and installed testing methods. By collaborating with a reliable supplier, you can reduce testing costs and, in turn, increase working time, reduce inventory, free up
working capital, and reduce holding costs such as insurance and taxes. Case StudyA, a large multinational pharmaceutical company, certified Capsugel as a supplier before using its testing services. Over time, this collaboration saved the company up to $119,000 a year in raw materials testing (including services such as sampling, stock savings, and testing
costs). A new look at capsule filling - Speed vs. Harvest Time money is fair regardless of business or industry. To deliver the product, the company must pay for its facilities, which include not only the location, but also labor and utilities (the cost of which can fluctuate depending on the amount produced), not to mention insurance and other fixed costs. As
production increases, costs decrease when the equipment and the number of employees remain the same. The time spent on the production of goods can be broken into 2 variables - downtime and equipment equipment correlation between speed and cost, increasing product yields remains the company's main goal. This is understandable, because in the
capsule refueling industry, filling capsules is the cost of the company, not the empty capsules. Increased yields will reduce material loss as well as time and energy. Even a small increase in production can have a significant impact on the company financially. In a review conducted by the Capsugel technical service team, a two-thirds increase in profitability
led to a 2-4% increase. While some of the changes were made using integrated solutions, most of them were based on the importance of staff training and maintenance of refuelling equipment. CaseCompany X experienced problems with their joined capsules; an internal inspection showed that the problem was one equipment. After an inspection of the
Capsugel technical service (which resulted in lost production time and consistent low yields), it was recommended that the weighting counter height be adjusted along with the timing of the movement. This reduced the yield of bad connecting capsules and solved the problem. The internal inspection was eliminated and yields increased to 8%; The company
saw $94K annual savings from one product alone. An increase in the rate of increase in profits conducted by one group showed that the overall savings from the increase in speed are greater than from the increase in production. In a study relating to capsule-filling performance on cost savings, based on filling performance and efficiency or cost by increasing
machine speed, the average performance savings were estimated at $91K or annual total savings of $2 million. This report confirms the conclusion that improving the efficiency of filling the capsule is not a waste of time. The cumulative savings exceeded the cost spent on empty capsules used for managed projects. It should be noted that the increase in the
speed of the machine affected the company's finances by 61%. On an individual level, increasing the speed of the machine will give an average of 14k capsules/hour. The lack of faster bandwidth is often due to other production circumstances, as shown below. Case StudyCompany X invited Capsugel to look at their capsule filling operations. The company
ran below the calculated speed for its car. A factor limiting the increase in production was the lack of separation of the capsule when the machine was running at high speed. After the inspection, the team found that the vacuum pump was not the right size and that this was the cause of the separation problem. When the problem was fixed, the speed of the
machine was up to 83%, which led to annual savings of $365k. difference in cost savings when comparing the increase in speed compared to higher yields? The increased speed of the machine has finally received the attention it deserves; companies are now beginning to understand the importance of increasing the speed of their machines. In previous
years, profitability lost has been the focus, especially when it comes to financial impact on the company. The speed of the machine has been seen as one of the reasons for the loss of yield, but has never been given enough attention to understand the real impact it can cause. Companies are now discovering how higher bandwidth can have a greater impact
on a company's financial well-being. Higher bandwidth allows companies to better utilize available labor and utilities; it also maximizes capacity, allowing the company to increase profits without the need for additional capital to purchase new equipment. Analysis of Downtime Increase ProfitabilityData showed that the reduction of downtime leads to greater
savings for the company. The figures only reflect downtime of 1 to 2 hours, which may not actually reflect the real impact that downtime reduction can have on a company's financial well-being. In the following example, it was noted that downtime could be reduced by preventive maintenance. Case StudyCompany J is experiencing a lot of downtime due to a
problem sticking out with one of its products. The company explained that due to a problem with sticking out, parts of the machine should be cleaned frequently to avoid any problems with the installation of the capsule, leading to high downtime and production delays. To solve this problem, the Capsugel team has developed a brush cleaning system to
remove build-up in the machine while it works. This led to less downtime for the company and savings of $32K per year. The quality of the design and its impact To ensure the best performance result, it is important to plan ahead, especially at the initial design stage. In order to build a quality product, there are numerous issues that need to be addressed at
the beginning of the process to avoid any problems when supplying the product to the final consumer. The concept, known as quality by design, is popular; is considered to be the basis of the Six Sigma methodology. For the first time, with the help of Mr. Joseph Juran, the Six Sigma methodology argues that quality can be planned and that any problems
encountered are related to how the quality was planned initially. In order to achieve the efficiency of filling the capsule with the help of quality by design, it is important to consider the equipment and the dosing formula. Each formula has its own features and advantages, as well as limitations. and profitability, then lies with equipment, formula and capsules.
Understanding the formula and its characteristics and Impact on the equipment, can prevent any problems. For example, sticky powder will not work with taming technology because stickiness makes it difficult to seal. There will be cases where the characteristics of the powder flow do not match the equipment, and in such cases it would be prudent to use the
Six Sigma method to adjust the result. Tablet maker Case StudyA has received several complaints about the bitter taste of the capsule, which was produced by the company. During the production phase it turned out that the capsules were connected poorly and as such the bitter powder covered the segments of the tamping machine. Further analysis
showed that the sticky and sandy powder is not compacted properly, leading to an inability to reach the desired weight and capsules filled with more pellets. This caused the loss of powder and residual powder in the segment caused a bitter taste. To solve this problem, the team will adjust the equipment so that it is better adapted, reducing the loss of
powder. As a result, yields increased to 10% as cleaning time was reduced and the machine's speed increased to 25% without compromising weight. Savings amounted to almost $1 million, and the complaints received decreased significantly. Measurement - Why this is crucial to the success of the companyLord William Thomson Kelvin said: If you can not
measure it, you can not improve it. This quote will apply not only to science, but also to modern business. Knowing how to measure the driving force of a business is the key to increasing profits. Capsugel has developed a comprehensive report that shows the impact of adjustments on efficiency gains and overall savings for the company. Previously,
manufacturing companies focus on machine-related endpoints such as waste and downtime, now, by following the report and adjusting these metrics, you can see a real impact on the cost of the world. Companies are now in a better position to plan and provide these safeguards to protect and improve their productivity. Case StudyCompany Y experienced
several defects after encapsulation. The team quickly identified a problem that caused defects that were excessive wear and tear of the machine segments. By submitting the report, the team was able to provide the manufacturer with an analysis of the costs and benefits of replacing the worn-out part (s). The cost of replacing the worn-out equipment was
much less than the losses the company suffered. Suffering. capsule defects and remedies pdf. capsule defects and remedies ppt. capsule filling defects and remedies
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